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ABSTRACT 
 

Entity’s structure and strategy is one of the crucial elements in determining the success of 
entity. Consequently, companies frame corporate strategy with the ideal of maximizing returns on 
shareholders’ investment. One of the vital elements of strategic decision- making is invention, as it helps 
in creating competitive advantage which accelerate growth and strengthen company’s long term 
performance. Since associations are sociological realities, they're anticipated to operate responsibly in 
social environment as well. still, over ‐ emphasis on the ideal of profit maximization and maximizing 
request prices of shares led operation to indulge in unethical practices. Spectacular corporate failures 
around the world stressed the short term exposure of operation in companies. The chain of corporate 
dishonors not only harms the shareholders but wiped out billions of bones of public money, laying off 
hundreds of thousands of workers and hurting thousands of families. Sum attributed to innovative 
conditioning in a company depends on operation’s discretion. Innovation, hence, becomes a subject of 
strategic choice of the operation. Adverse effect of these massive breakdowns on the whole economy 
challenged the conventional proposition of maximizing shareholders’ returns. Sir Adrian Cadbury in' 
Global Corporate Governance Forum', World Bank(2000) asserted on “company’s end to align as nearly 
as possible the interests of individualities, corporations and society". Companies should, thus, aim to 
address prospects of multiple stakeholders, and not simply its shareholders. This would, clearly, give 
result to misconduct, corruption and reckless behaviour of entity’s which would be an effective means to 
forestall corporate dishonors in the business world. The relinquishment of good corporate governance 
becomes necessary to encourage the complete deployment of resources towards invention investments. 
It facilitates company in generating returns from R&D investments and in maximizing stakeholders’ 
interests as well. In this study, an attempt has thus been made in Indian environment, to examine the 
part of board in enhancing shareholders’ return through R&D investment opinions and to meet 
stakeholders’ prospects. 
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Introduction 

 India has been arising as invention hub with growth of large transnational companies and 
foreign investments. This miracle has encouraged the emphasis on exploration and invention 
conditioning mainly amongst Indian companies. Still, investing enormous quantum in R&D doesn't 
guarantee their success in generating returns. Still directors’ attitude towards threat acts as an important 
determinant in invention investments. Board plays pivotal part played by board in restraining directors’ 
tendency to pursue inefficient strategies. The directors are the soul behind applicable intensity of R&D 
investments accepted by company. They've onus to shape the resource allocation towards these 
uncertain and unrecoverable investments. They help operation in successful perpetration of R&D 
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investments which augments company’s performance. Accordingly, the interplay of board and invention 
needs to be conceded in exercising shareholders’ finances efficiently. The extent of economic invention 
in an enterprise depends on board’s capability & effectiveness in formulating and checking the invention 
strategies. Therefore, it becomes imperative to understand invention as a strategic issue told by 
governance of a company. A company can assure its sustainability by fulfilling its responsibility towards 
multiple stakeholders, and not just the shareholders. It has several other stakeholders who contribute in 
erecting its wealth creating capacity through their services, and each group expects its interests to be 
addressed by entity in return. Yet again, meetings prospects of various stakeholders depends on 
operation’s discretion. Hence, the part of board becomes vital in chastising the operation by overseeing 
that their opinions meet prospects of company’s stakeholders. The study, therefore, examines whether 
good governance practices insure that; workers aren't exploited by paying inadequate wages, 
government doesn't lose its profit due to duty avoidance strategies employed by the company and that 
the company gives back to society by spending on Corporate Social Responsibility(CSR). Multitudinous 
studies have been accepted to discuss the relationship between corporate governance and performance. 
Still, the literature feting impact of board’s strategic part in enhancing company’s performance through 
invention is scarce. Also, there's inconclusive validation on the relationship between board and invention. 
The interaction amongst board, invention and performance has been studied substantially in developed 
countries.   

Corporate Governance  

“Corporate Governance is the system by which business corporations are directed and 
controlled. Corporate Governance according to Cadbury Report(1992) is “the system by which 
companies are directed and controlled”. Van den Berghe(1999) stated that “it can be confined to the 
‘Corporate Governance Tripod’, that is, the relationship between shareholders, directors and operation, 
an adding number of delineations relate to the fact that numerous other groups have an interest in the 
company”. The statutory and legal compliance with acceptable exposures ensures the commitment of 
company towards ethical values in the conduct of its business, which enable it to achieve corporate 
objects. There was a strong review in the way associations are governed when companies collapsed 
despite norms of governance being laid down by controllers around the world. It initiated debate on the 
significance of corporate governance in arising and developed countries. The world saw emergence of 
canons and norms in the realm of corporate governance as influence of these fiscal dishonors, similar as 
“Sarbanes- Oxley legislation in the USA”, “the Report of the Cadbury Committee”, “the Blue Ribbon 
Committee on Corporate Governance” and “the OECD principles of corporate governance”. 

Corporate Governance in India  

There were dozens of corporate failures around the world, the first major failure was of Penn 
Central Transportation Company in the medial of 20th century and later, there were series of them 
including failure of Maxwell, Enron, Adelphi, Tyco in the United States, followed by collapse of Parmalat, 
Vivendi, Swissair in Europe, exposure of serious fraudulent intentions at A hold in Holland; and the 
reproach of HIH in Australia. The inordinate power of operation in decision making has been the root 
cause behind them. According to Stewart and Micklethwait(2016), “The Politicians and fiscal observers 
suchlike pronounced themselves to be spooked at the unfolding tale of redundant, corporate 
wrongdoing, misled shareholders, shy account and supine boards”. These high- profile corporate 
dishonors raised concern in the corporate governance practices of ultramodern corporations. The 
expanding economy of India, access to Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), the entry of domestic as well as 
foreign institutional investors in economy accompanied by the table of companies on global stock 
exchanges is the backbone of corporate governance reforms in India. Since the Indian Companies Act, 
1956 is grounded on the English company law and profitable reforms of 1990s are also related to Anglo 
Saxon Model, the regulations in India are like that of US and UK. India too witnessed fiscal swindles, 
similar as “Harshad Mehta fiddle(1992)”, “Unit Trust of India (UTI) failure”, “Ketan Parekh fiddles(2001) 
and so on. This initiated the process of expression of governance guidelines for listed companies in the 
late 1990s by the nonsupervisory bodies which correspond of the “Ministry of Corporate Affairs(MCA), 
the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) and the Securities and Exchange Board of India(SEBI)”. The 
issue of governance gained instigation in 2009 with the fall of Satyam Computer Services Ltd., which 
redounded in the appraisal of corporate governance frame in India.  

The Act prescribes size for the board to be maximum fifteen directors, and appointment of 
further than 15 directors requires blessing of shareholders in General Meeting.  

It lays down the demand to have at least one woman director on board.  
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The Act requires at least one superintendent to be resident in India; he must have remained in 
the nation for 182 days in the former time.  

It lays down the part and liabilities of members of the commission. Still, it doesn't define that the 
president shall be an independent Director and doesn’t give for frequency and quorum for meetings of 
the inspection commission or nomination and remuneration commission.  

The Companies Act, 2013 provides that person can act as a director or alternate director in 
maximum twenty companies but not further than ten public companies. It provides for the maximum 
number of companies in which a person can be a director but doesn’t give any limit for commission class.   

Corporate Governance and Entity Performance  

Corporate governance determines the direction of corporations towards enhancing their 
performance. The company’s long- term success can be assured through integrating the connections 
and interests of various stakeholders, while formulating strategies. The stakeholders involved in a 
company are principal administrative officer, operation, board of directors, internal adjudicators, external 
adjudicators, controllers, shareholders, creditors, suppliers, guests, workers, government and society. It's 
being hycorporatehecated that opinions made “today” will affect performance “hereafter”, and if an entity 
takes infelicitous paths, it'll have adverse effect on the performance. Therefore, the company should aim 
to fulfill its responsibility towards all stakeholders and not just shareholders, as they all contribute in the 
attainment of company’s objects. Among all stakeholders of the company, the study aims to explore the 
impact of board of directors on shareholders, workers, government and society. The companies admit 
capital from shareholders who anticipate return on their investment, the government provides ‘license to 
operate’ and expects timely payment of levies, workers give human capital and expects a fair income for 
their services, society provides resources, position and original structure for smooth operations and 
consists of consumers who anticipate the entity to ameliorate their quality of life, induce employment 
openings, cover terrain by controlling pollution situations.  

• Impact of Corporate Governance on Shareholders: Corporate governance has materialized 
as crucial parameter to insure engagement of board of directors in value maximizing strategies 
with the ideal of enhancing shareholders ’ returns in the long run. To this end, invention has 
been honored as one of the crucial strategy in the current script. Corporate governance 
supports invention through commitment of resources to uncertain investments by integrating 
sweats of those who have capability to manage them, in the absence of which association 
cannot induce invention. The conception of invention and its affiliated measures are explained 
hereunder, followed by part played by board in rephrasing invention into performance. 

• Impact of Corporate Governance on other Stakeholders: The multiple stakeholder groups 
comprising employees, customers, business partners or suppliers, the natural environment, and 
the communities, including national governments are resource providers in the organization, 
whose contribution helps in generating value in the entity. The capital invested by shareholders 
can be used only through the efforts of human capital (employees) in producing products and 
services. The resources provided by suppliers at fair prices, purchases made by consumers, 
support from community and government play important role in generating returns from 
investments made by the company. Hence the stakeholders, who are perceived as external 
groups by the company, are the major contributors in the wealth creating capacity of the 
organization through their services. The managers must find ways to satisfy multiple 
stakeholders simultaneously, rather than setting strategy stakeholder by stakeholder. 

• Impact of Corporate Governance on Employees: Effective corporate governance is required 
to retain employees and direct their efforts towards achieving organizational results. The 
management should consider employees as lifeblood of organization and behave in socially 
responsible manner to satisfy their workforce. The employees expect to receive higher wages 
and salary which motivates them and help reducing turnover. The employee satisfaction is 
important due to their important role in generating returns for shareholders. The satisfied 
employee performs well and act as an important driver in enhancing entity performance, 
therefore the entity should consider human asset as means to achieve the end. Since human 
capital is the source of competitive advantage and has powerful link with business performance, 
human resource policies of a company can have direct impact on the motivation of its 
employees. The compensation leads to behavioral changes as the employees become more 
motivated, which align their goals with that of the entity. 
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• Impact of Corporate Governance on Government: The governance brings in higher 
transparency, resulting in reduction in avenues for income diversion and private benefits which 
would eventually reduce the agency costs. It becomes important to have proper governance 
mechanisms to monitor the management that they do not derive benefit from tax reductions at 
the cost of stakeholders. Therefore, it is important to monitor the corporate tax behavior to 
ensure long term benefit to the shareholders and to avoid the case like Enron. The board of 
directors can play significant role in reducing instances of non-compliance and engagement in 
unacceptable arrangements to minimize tax, they can prevent companies from illegal tax 
planning. The corporate tax governance should also be discussed as boardroom agenda to 
make proper decisions on tax matters, as wrong tax choices could lead to material reputational 
risks for the company deteriorating investors’ confidence and shareholder value. The 
appropriate procedures to manage risks should be designed in the company with the help of 
those who are well versed with taxation. Hence, effective corporate governance is required to 
ensure tax compliance such that, the company does efficient tax planning but pays its fair share 
of taxes without being aggressive. 

• Impact of Corporate Governance on Government: The companies are expected to 
contribute in the country’s development agenda through equitable distribution of growth, thus 
they should conduct business for the overall benefit of society at large. A company should 
follow laws and take decisions ethically in order to protect the interests of stakeholders including 
environment, they have obligation to take responsibility for improving the welfare of society 
voluntarily. Corporate Social Responsibility addresses the notion of sustainability or responsible 
business in the governance of organizations and direct companies to integrate their mission 
with the social, environmental and economic objectives. 

Conclusion  

The researchers have found the effect of corporate operations on the environment, employees, 
or local communities, which is seen as a means of generating long-term shareholder wealth. The 
stakeholders thus form the essential part in a company’s continued operations and growth and therefore, 
the company ought to understand their needs, expectations, and values. The companies should provide 
generous compensation and welfare programs for employees and employee stock options, workforce 
welfare schemes, favorable pricing policy for suppliers, quality products and services at fair prices to 
consumers and society, tax revenues to government for welfare of community, concern for environment, 
charitable contributions, secured financial statements and timely payment without defaults to creditors, 
and stakeholder representation in policy decisions, which will guarantee the sustainable returns to 
shareholders in the years to come. Firms are also continuously faced with challenges due to global 
expansion and foreign direct investment in various sectors. This shift in environment has raised alarm for 
managers to be attentive towards demands and expectations of all the groups associated with business 
enterprise. The corporate governance aims to provide right direction to managers by monitoring their risk 
return appetite while pursuing innovation in order to enhance shareholders’ return, and to enhance their 
commitment towards employees, government and society. It has continuously been strengthened by 
regulators through amendments in SEBI (LODR), therefore, there is need to gain insight into the 
corporate governance practices of Indian companies to identify its role in driving corporate innovation 
and meeting expectations of stakeholders. 
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